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1. LIFE PATH, CAREER - Angel still around
That special 'someone' who was looking after you in December, who you may not see in this realm,
while this being exists... is still looking after you this month! For some of you it is a guardian angel,
for others it is one or more deceased ancestors. Keep connecting and talking with them, they are
waiting to hear from you. This month their help is more specifically to guide you define your life. It is
perfect timing to write your powerful wish list for 2018!
2. LOVE, RELATIONSHIPS - Drawing
Relaxing time. Connect with your higher self while drawing in the sand with your finger (index).
Circles, drawings and more importantly words or songs that you add onto the design - all of that will
help and add some kind of magic for your relationships.
3. RESPECT, FAMILY, HEALTH, PAST - Eat differently
Good resolutions to start the new year... Yes, we always hope to keep them - isn't it?! In 2018 you
choose to eat differently and you feel better - after all... a diet is as simple as your choice of changing
your way of eating.
4. ABUNDANCE, WEALTH & MONEY - Elegant
You choose to be more elegant and this suits you very well !
5. YOU - Flow
Like a fish in the water, you go where the stream takes you.
6. HELP, HELPERS, TRAVELS - Eliminate
You eliminate a few 'friends' who in reality weren't true Friends... now you have time to welcoming
new ones ! :)
7. IDEAS, CHILDREN & PROJECTS - Success
Ideas/projects/children get unexpected success because they are unique and exceptional, therefore
have been noticed. It's fantastic!
8. SPIRITUALITY, STUDY, OPENNESS - Grumpy?
Sometimes feeling grumpy? To get out of that disturbing state, listen to the music that you love,
draw or paint! The good effects will be noticeable.
9. WELL-BEING, SELF CONFIDENCE, RECOGNITION - Goal reached
You are shining, nevertheless, you stay on your guards. That's ok, be aware though that shining will
always win against your worries.
January 2018 – Define your Life
Book your personal reading http://www.fengshuisteps.com/psychic.html
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